Abstract

Joint synthesis of images and segmentation masks with generative adversarial networks (GANs) is promising to reduce the effort needed for collecting image data with pixel-wise annotations. However, to learn high-fidelity image-mask synthesis, existing GAN approaches first need a pre-training phase requiring large amounts of image data, which limits their utilization in restricted image domains. In this work, we take a step to reduce this limitation, introducing the task of one-shot image-mask synthesis. We aim to generate diverse images and their segmentation masks given only a single labelled example, and assuming, contrary to previous models, no access to any pre-training data. To this end, inspired by the recent architectural developments of single-image GANs, we introduce our OSMIS model which enables the synthesis of segmentation masks that are precisely aligned to the generated images in the one-shot regime. Besides achieving the high fidelity of generated masks, OSMIS outperforms state-of-the-art single-image GAN models in image synthesis quality and diversity. In addition, despite not using any additional data, OSMIS demonstrates an impressive ability to serve as a source of useful data augmentation for one-shot segmentation applications, providing performance gains that are complementary to standard data augmentation techniques. Code is available at https://github.com/boschresearch/one-shot-synthesis.

1. Introduction

Deep neural networks have been shown powerful at solving various segmentation problems in computer vision [8, 10, 14, 23, 21, 32]. The success of these segmentation models strongly relies on the availability of a large-scale collection of labelled data for training. Nevertheless, annotation of a large dataset is not always feasible in practice due to a very high cost of manual labelling of segmentation masks [7]. For example, accurately labelling a single image with many objects can take more than 30 minutes [35]. Therefore, diminishing the human effort required for obtaining diverse and precisely aligned image-mask data is an important problem for many practical applications.

Recently, several works [30, 35, 15, 26] proposed to tackle this issue by jointly generating images and segmentation masks with generative adversarial networks (GANs). Utilizing a few provided pixel-level annotations in addition to an image dataset for training, such GAN models become a source of labelled data that can be used to train neural networks in various practical applications. Despite achieving impressive synthesis of segmentation masks based on limited annotated examples, existing image-mask GAN models still require large pre-training image datasets to learn high-fidelity image synthesis. This naturally restricts their application only to the data domains where such datasets are available (e.g., images of faces or cars). However, in some practical scenarios such a dataset can be difficult to find, for
example in one-shot segmentation applications [1], where the object types can be rare. Therefore, in this work we aim to learn a high-fidelity joint mask and image synthesis having as little limitations on the data domain as possible. To this end, we propose a novel GAN training setup, in which we assume availability only of a single training image and its segmentation mask, not relying on any image dataset for pre-training (see Fig. 1). After training, we aim to generate diverse new image samples and supplement them with accurate segmentation masks. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to consider such a training scenario for GANs.

Training a GAN from a single training sample is well known to be challenging due to the problem of memorization [20], as in many cases the generator converges to reproducing the exact copies of training data. For example, as shown in our experiments, this issue occurs in the prior image-mask GAN models from [15, 35] (see Fig. 2). Recently, the issue of memorization has been mitigated in the line of works on single-image GANs, which enabled diverse image synthesis from a single training image [27, 12, 28]. Inspired by these models, we aim to extend this ability to a joint synthesis of images and segmentation masks. To this end, we propose a new model, introducing two modifications to conventional GAN architectures. Firstly, we introduce a mask synthesis branch for the generator, enabling the synthesis of segmentation masks in addition to images. Secondly, to ensure that the produced segmentation masks are precisely aligned to the generated image content, we propose a masked content attention module for the discriminator, allowing it to judge the realism of different objects separately from each other. This way, to fool the discriminator, the generator is induced to label synthesized images accurately. In effect, our proposed model enables a structurally diverse, high-quality one-shot joint mask and image synthesis (see Fig. 1), and we thus name it OSMIS. As we show in our experiments, compared to prior single-image GANs [27, 12, 28], OSMIS not only offers an additional ability to generate accurate segmentation masks, but also achieves higher quality and diversity of generated images.

Despite using only a single image-mask pair for training, OSMIS can generate a set of labelled samples of a high structural diversity, which sometimes cannot be achieved with standard data augmentation techniques (e.g., flipping, zooming, or rotation). For example, for a given scene, OSMIS can change the relative locations of foreground objects or edit the layout of backgrounds (see Fig. 1, 4, 5). Moreover, in contrast to [15, 35], OSMIS can successfully handle masks of different types, e.g., having class-wise (see Fig. 1) or instance-wise (see Fig. 4) annotations. This suggests a good potential of our model to serve as a source of additional labelled data augmentation for practical applications. We demonstrate this potential in Sec. 4.2, where we apply OSMIS at the test phase of one-shot video object segmentation [23] and one-shot semantic image segmentation [1]. The results indicate that the data generated by OSMIS helps to improve the performance of state-of-the-art networks: OSVOS [6], STM [22], and RePRI [5], providing complementary gains to standard data augmentation. We find these results promising for utilization of one-shot image-mask synthesis in future research.

2. Related Work

GANs generating segmentation masks. Recently, it was observed that a GAN generator, trained on a large dataset, implicitly learns discriminative pixel-wise features of the generated scene objects [30]. Thus, several works proposed to collect feature activations from different generator layers and transform them into a segmentation mask using a small decoder. RepurposeGAN [30] and DatasetGAN [35] proposed to train the decoder using a handful of manually annotated generated images. LinearGAN [33] replaced manual annotations by the predictions of an external segmentation network. Alternatively, SemanticGAN [15] and EditGAN [18] enforced the alignment between generated images and masks with the loss from an additional discriminator, which takes both images and masks as inputs.

Although the above models require only a few masks to achieve high-quality image-mask synthesis, they are not successful when the number of training images is not sufficient. For example, DatasetGAN and SemanticGAN suffer from instabilities and memorization issues when trained on a single image-mask pair (see Fig. 2 and A in the sup-
modifications to the generator and discriminator architecture of the baseline model. Firstly, we propose to consider the training process, we introduce two modifications to the architecture of the baseline model. Secondly, we propose a two-branch content-layout discriminator, trained as a single stage, enabling the synthesis of images with content and layouts significantly differing from the original sample. Our paper has a similar motivation to the above works, since we also aim to train a GAN model on a single data instance. However, we extend the single image setup with the synthesis of segmentation masks, which no prior work has considered, to the best of our knowledge.

3. Method

Given a single image with its pixel-level segmentation mask and assuming no access to any pre-training data, we aim to generate a diverse set of new image-mask pairs. In this section, we present OSMIS, our one-shot image-mask synthesis model. Adopting One-Shot GAN [28] as a state-of-the-art image synthesis baseline (Sec. 3.1), we propose modifications to the generator and discriminator architecture, enabling one-shot synthesis of segmentation masks that are precisely aligned with generated images (Sec. 3.2).

3.1. One-Shot GAN baseline

As the baseline network architecture, we select the state-of-the-art model One-Shot GAN [28], as it achieves the highest quality and diversity of one-shot image synthesis among previous works. One-Shot GAN proposed a two-branch discriminator, in which an input image $x$ is first transformed into a feature representation $F(x)$ by a low-level discriminator $D_{\text{low-level}}$. Next, two separate discriminators assess different aspects of $F(x)$. The content discriminator $D_{\text{content}}$ judges the realism of objects regardless of their spatial location by averaging out the spatial information contained in $F(x)$ via global average pooling. On the other hand, the layout discriminator $D_{\text{layout}}$ evaluates the realism only of the spatial scene layouts by squeezing $F(x)$ with a one-channel convolution. In addition, the discriminator applies feature augmentation in the content and layout representations of $F(x)$ to further increase the high-level diversity among generated samples. The adversarial loss of the One-Shot GAN model consists of three terms:

$$L_{\text{adv}}(G,D) = L_{D_{\text{content}}} + L_{D_{\text{layout}}} + 2L_{D_{\text{low-level}}},$$

where each term is the mean of binary cross entropies obtained at different layers of respective discriminator parts.

3.2. OSMIS model

In contrast to one-shot image synthesis, we assume that the single training image is provided with its pixel-level mask of objects, not assuming any fixed annotation type (e.g., class-wise or instance-wise). To incorporate it into the training process, we introduce two modifications to the architecture of the baseline model. Firstly, we propose to generate segmentation masks simultaneously with images via an additional generator’s mask synthesis branch. Secondly, to enforce the precise mask alignment to the generated image content, we re-formulate the objective of the content discriminator $D_{\text{content}}$, designing it to judge the fidelity of different objects separately from each other. This
is made possible by the introduced masked content attention module, which builds a separate content feature vector for each object considering the provided segmentation mask. The overview of our model architecture is shown in Fig. 3. Next, we describe the proposed modifications in detail.

**Mask synthesis branch in the generator.** In line with [30, 35], we hypothesize that during training the generator should be able to learn discriminative features that completely describe the appearance of generated objects. Thus, while synthesizing an image, we collect feature activations of the generator layers and use them as input for the mask synthesis branch. In contrast to [30, 35], we use only the activations after the last generator block, as this simplest solution already performs well in our experiments. Using a simple convolution followed by a softmax activation, we transform these features into an N-channel soft probability map, where each channel corresponds to one of N - 1 objects of interest in the segmentation mask or to the background. To obtain the final discrete mask prediction, an argmax operation along the channel dimension is applied.

To enable the training of the mask synthesis branch with the discriminator loss, the generated masks should allow back-propagation of gradients, similarly to generated images. In our experiments, feeding the discriminator the continuous segmentation probability maps obtained before the non-differentiable argmax operation impaired the GAN training, as the discriminator learnt to detect the continuous-discrete discrepancy between fake and real inputs. Thus, inspired from [31, 3], we enable back-propagation through argmax by developing a straight-through gradient estimator:

\[
\text{MaskArgmax}(y) = y + T(y) - sg[y],
\]

where \( sg \) denotes a stop-gradient operation. This way, the discriminator is provided with the generated masks in a discrete form \( T(y) \), which enables its effective training, while the generator can be trained with the gradients passing through its probability map prediction \( y \).

Yet, this solution can sometimes lead to degenerate solutions, e.g., when all the pixels are predicted as the background channel. This cannot be corrected during training, as in this case the gradient flow through all the other mask channels is blocked. We found that it can be mitigated by softening the argmax operation \( T \) at the beginning of training. For this, during the first \( P_0 \) epochs we regard each mask pixel as a random variable following Bernoulli distribution:

\[
T(y) = \begin{cases} 
\sim \text{Bernoulli}(y) & \text{epoch } < P_0, \\
\operatorname{argmax} & \text{epoch } \geq P_0.
\end{cases}
\]

**Masked content attention in the discriminator.** To provide a training signal to the generator’s mask synthesis branch, we propose to incorporate the learning of the image-mask alignment to the objective of the content discriminator \( D_{content} \). In [28], \( D_{content} \) was designed to judge the content distribution of the whole given image. Considering the provided segmentation mask, we can now select the image areas belonging to different objects, and require the discriminator to learn their appearance separately from each other. With this objective, as the discriminator can compare the appearance of the area belonging to the same object in real and fake images, it encourages the generator not only to synthesize realistic objects, but also to label them correctly.

To this end, we introduce a masked content attention (MCA) module. As shown in Fig. 3, MCA receives a downsampled segmentation mask \( y \) along with an intermediate feature representation \( F(x) = D_{low-level}(x) \) of an input image \( x \), and thereupon produces a set of \( N \) content vectors, corresponding to the masked content representations of each of the \( N - 1 \) objects of interest and the background:

\[
\text{MCA}(x, y) = \{\text{AvgPool}(F(x) \times 1_{y_i=1})\}_{i=1}^N. \tag{4}
\]

Accordingly, we re-design the objective of the content discriminator (further denoted \( D_{object} \)). For each of the obtained object representations, our proposed \( D_{object} \) is induced to predict a correct identity of each object or background of a real image, while all the identities of fake images should be categorized as an additional fake class:

\[
\mathcal{L}_{D_{object}} = -\mathbb{E}_{(x,y)} \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{N} \alpha_i \log D_i^{object}(\text{MCA}(x,y)) \right] - \mathbb{E}_z \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{N} \log(1 - D_i^{fake_{object}}(\text{MCA}(G(z)))) \right], \tag{5}
\]

where \( z \) is the noise vector used by the generator \( G \) to synthesize a fake image-mask pair \( G(z) = \{G_x(z), G_y(z)\} \), \( (x, y) \) denotes the real image-mask pair, and \( D_i^{object}(s) \) is the discriminator logit for the object \( i \). Considering that different objects or background can occupy different areas, we introduce a class balancing weight \( \alpha_i \), which is the inverse of the per-pixel class frequency in the segmentation mask \( y \):

\[
\alpha_i = \frac{\left( \sum (1_{y_i=1}) \right)^{-1}}{\sum_{j=1}^{N} \left( \sum (1_{y_j=1}) \right)^{-1}}. \tag{6}
\]

Note that the balancing is applied only for real images, as in Eq. 5 all fake objects are considered as the same class.

Our \( D_{object} \) learns the content distribution of each object separately. The advantage of such a training scheme is two-fold. Firstly, a generator now needs to synthesize correct segmentation masks in order to fool the discriminator. The precise image-mask alignment is thus enforced directly by the adversarial loss, without the need for using additional networks or manual annotation. Secondly, as MCA provides representations only of separate objects, \( D_{object} \) has restricted access to the content distribution of the whole image. In effect, the discriminator memorization of the whole training sample becomes more difficult, which enables more diverse image synthesis (see Table 3).
4. Experiments

We evaluate our model as follows. Firstly, we provide the qualitative and quantitative assessment of the achieved one-shot image-mask synthesis, evaluating the quality and diversity of generated images, as well as their alignment to the produced segmentation masks (Sec. 4.1). Secondly, we apply OSMIS to two one-shot segmentation applications, demonstrating the potential of the generated image-mask pairs to be used as data augmentation (Sec. 4.2).

4.1. Evaluation of one-shot image-mask synthesis

Training details. We train our model with the loss from Eq. (5) for the object discriminator $D_{object}$, setting $P_0=15000$. We employ differentiable augmentation (DA) of input images and masks while training the discriminator, using the whole set of transformations as proposed in [13]. We use an exponential moving average of the generator weights with a decay of 0.9999, and follow [28] in setting all the other hyperparameters. More training details are shown in the supplementary material.

Datasets. To evaluate the synthesis, we use the DAVIS dataset [23], originally introduced for video object segmentation. For each video from the DAVIS-17 validation split, we take the first frame and its segmentation mask of objects, which results in 30 image-mask pairs on which we train separate models. The resolution is set to 640x384. For additional visual results, we use samples from COCO [17], trying to closely fit their resolution. Note that the datasets have
different annotation types (class-wise and instance-wise).

**Metrics.** To mind a possible quality-diversity trade-off in our one-shot regime [24, 16], we assess the quality and diversity of generated images separately. For this, we report the average SIFID [27] as the measure of image quality, while the average LPIPS [34] between the pairs of generated images is used to assess the diversity of synthesis.

On the other hand, evaluating the quality of generated masks is challenging, because generated images do not have ground truth segmentation annotations. To bypass this issue, we propose to evaluate the alignment between generated masks and synthetic images using an external segmentation network. For this, we take a UNet [25] and train it on the generated image-mask pairs for 500 epochs. After training, we compute its mIoU performance on the original real image, augmented with standard geometric transformations. Intuitively, a good performance on this test reveals that synthetic masks describe well the objects from the real data, indicating precise alignment between the generated images and their masks.

**Quantitative results.** Table 1. Compared to these models, OSMIS not only offers an additional ability to generate segmentation masks, but also achieves higher image quality and diversity. As seen in Table 1, despite a potential trade-off between SIFID and LPIPS, our model outperforms previously published baselines in both metrics by a notable margin. Further, Table 2 demonstrates that prior image-mask methods, DatasetGAN [35] and SemanticGAN [15], suffer from instabilities and fail to achieve diverse synthesis, scoring very low in LPIPS.

**Ablations.** In Table 3 we compare the proposed masked content attention module (MCA) with three alternative discriminator mechanisms on DAVIS-17. Red indicates decreased diversity compared to the baseline. Bold denotes the best performance.

### Table 1. Comparison to prior image-mask GANs on DAVIS-17. Bold denotes the best performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>SIFID↓</th>
<th>LPIPS↑</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SinGAN [27]</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>0.267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConSinGAN [12]</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>0.296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-Shot GAN [29]</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>0.347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSMIS (ours)</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.387</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>SIFID↓</th>
<th>LPIPS↑</th>
<th>mIoU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DatasetGAN [35]</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>91.1*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SemanticGAN [15]</td>
<td>0.211</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>65.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSMIS (ours)</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.387</td>
<td>86.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Comparison of MCA to other mask synthesis supervision mechanisms on DAVIS-17. Red indicates decreased diversity compared to the baseline. Bold denotes the best performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mask supervision</th>
<th>SIFID↓</th>
<th>LPIPS↑</th>
<th>mIoU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.368</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projection [19]</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.362</td>
<td>72.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input concat.</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.328</td>
<td>82.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SemanticGAN (D_m) [15]</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.351</td>
<td>83.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCA (ours)</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.387</td>
<td>86.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OSMIS successfully deals with very different scene types (e.g., both indoor and outdoor scenes), supports masks with both sparse and dense object annotations (e.g., foreground objects occupying small or large image areas), and can handle masks with many objects or even separate instances of the same semantic class (e.g., fish in 4th example in Fig. 4).

**Qualitative results.** Fig. 4 and 5 show image-mask pairs generated by OSMIS trained on samples from DAVIS and COCO. Given only a single image-mask pair, our model learns to generate new image-mask pairs, demonstrating a remarkable structural diversity among samples, photorealism of synthesized images, and a high quality of generated annotations. For example, OSMIS can re-synthesize the provided scene with a different number of foreground objects, e.g., more dogs (3rd example in Fig. 4), less people (2nd example in Fig. 5), or edit layouts of backgrounds (1st examples in Fig. 4-5), in all cases providing accurate segmentation masks for the re-synthesized scenes. We note that reaching such structural differences to training data simultaneously with photorealism is extremely difficult from a single sample. For example, it could not be achieved with DatasetGAN or SemanticGAN due to memorization issues and training instabilities (see Fig. 2). Lastly, we remark that...
Figure 6. Trade-off between the image and mask quality when varying the number of \(D_{\text{low-level}}\) discriminator blocks. Increased number improves image quality, but harms the ability of masks to capture fine-grained object details due to stronger downsampling during training.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(N_{\text{low-level}})</th>
<th>SIFID↓</th>
<th>LPIPS↑</th>
<th>mIoU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>0.395</td>
<td>82.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>0.404</td>
<td>87.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>0.394</td>
<td>86.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.387</td>
<td>86.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.321</td>
<td>83.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Ablation on the number of \(D_{\text{low-level}}\) discriminator blocks on DA VIS-17. Bold denotes the best performance.

Prevents the discriminator memorization of training data.

While enabling on average higher image diversity and mask quality, we found that MCA can struggle if the training sample contains annotations of fine-grained object details, due to downsampling of input masks. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 and Table 4, for which we train OSMIS with different numbers of low-level discriminator blocks \(N_{\text{low-level}}\), corresponding to different degrees of mask downsampling. We observe a trade-off between the quality of images and masks: decreasing \(N_{\text{low-level}}\) improves the image diversity and pixel-level mask fidelity, but harms image quality. We selected \(N_{\text{low-level}} = 4\) as a compromise between the metrics in Table 4, even though this configuration sometimes fails to annotate small object details (as in Fig. 6). Note that despite this limitation, MCA still outperforms alternative methods that do not use downsampling on DA VIS-17 (see Table 3), and leads to image-mask pairs that are more useful as data augmentation, as discussed next.

4.2. Application to one-shot segmentation tasks

After training, OSMIS can augment the provided image-mask pair with novel diverse samples. As such diversity (edited backgrounds, objects changing relative locations) is difficult to achieve by means of standard data augmentation, we foresee a potential usage of our model as a source of labelled data augmentation. Thus, in what follows, we test the efficacy of OSMIS generations when applied at test phase of two one-shot segmentation applications.

**One-shot video object segmentation.** We apply our model to the semi-supervised one-shot video segmentation benchmark DAVIS [23]. At test phase, this task provides a video and the segmentation mask of objects only in the first frame, while a model is required to segment all the remaining video frames. We select two popular models from the literature: OSVOS [6], which fine-tunes the network weights on the first video frame and segments other frames independently, and STM [22], which propagates the segmentation prediction sequentially using a space-time memory module. We conduct experiments on two DAVIS splits: DAVIS-16, having 20 videos with a single annotated object; and its extension DAVIS-17, having 30 videos with multi-instance annotations. To evaluate the video segmentation, we compute the average of the mean mIoU region similarity (\(\mathcal{J}\)) and the mean contour accuracy (\(\mathcal{F}\)) across all videos, which is a popular metric for this task [23].

**One-shot semantic image segmentation.** The second setup is the one-shot image segmentation benchmark COCO-20\textsuperscript{i} [17]. In this task, a segmentation model is first trained on a large dataset. At test phase, the model is given a single image-mask pair (support set) with an object of a previously unseen test class, and is then required to segment another sample (query image) containing instances of the same class. We conduct experiments with the state-of-the-art RePRI network [5]. COCO-20\textsuperscript{i} contains 80 classes, which are divided into 4 folds, with 60 base and 20 test classes in each fold. To test OSMIS, we randomly selected 5 support samples for each test class, resulting in 100 image-
mask pairs in each of the folds, and trained OSMIS on all of them separately. The performance of this task is evaluated separately for each fold, using the average mIoU across many different support-query examples.

**Experimental setup.** For both applications, we train OSMIS on the single given image-mask pair (the first video frame or support sample). We try to closely fit the resolution of each image from COCO, and set a fixed resolution of 640x384 for images from the DAVIS benchmark. After training, we generate a pool of synthetic image-mask pairs consisting of \( n = 100 \) samples. As OSMIS can occasionally fail and synthesize noisy examples, we compute the SIFID metric [27] for each generated image as a measure of its quality. Ranking the images by the average of SIFID ranks at different InceptionV3 layers, we exclude bad-quality samples by filtering out 15\% lowest-ranked images. Finally, we add the remaining synthetic samples to the original image-mask pairs as data augmentation. See more setup details in Sec. B of the supplementary material.

Among the used segmentation models, only OSVOS [6] applies data augmentation at test phase (random combinations of image-mask flipping, zooming, and rotation). Thus, in experiments we compare our synthetic data augmentation to this pipeline (referred to as standard augmentation).

**Results.** The performance of segmentation networks using different data augmentation is shown in Tables 5 and 6. To account for the variance between runs, all the results are averaged across 5 runs with different seeds for augmentation. We generally managed to reproduce the official reported numbers closely, with the exception of OSVOS, for which the official codebase\(^1\) does not implement the model in full configuration. As seen in Tables 5 and 6, the synthetic data augmentation produced by OSMIS yields a notable increase in segmentation performance, on average improving the metrics of OSVOS and STM by 1.3 and 0.3 \( J & F \) points, and RePRI by 0.9 mIoU points compared to the models using no data augmentation. Despite a possible mismatch between OSMIS training resolution and target image size (e.g., 640x384 vs 854x480 for DAVIS) and the need for image resizing, our synthetic data augmentation consistently outperforms standard data augmentation for STM and RePRI, and is almost on par for OSVOS, which was originally tuned for training with standard data augmentation. These results validate the ability of OSMIS to generate structurally diverse data augmentation of sufficient quality in the one-shot regime. Finally, we note that the effect of OSMIS generations is complementary to standard data augmentation, as the best results for all models are observed when the two pipelines are used in combination.

Table 7 demonstrates the efficiency of synthetic data augmentation obtained with different GAN models. The previous image-mask models DatasetGAN and SemanticGAN both show poor applicability in the scenario of one-shot applications due to poor synthesis performance. Further, among the comparison methods for mask synthesis supervision, the strongest increase in performance is achieved with our proposed MCA module. This indicates that the high synthesis diversity and precise image-mask alignment (see Table 3) are the keys to achieve useful data augmentation.

### 5. Conclusion

We presented OSMIS, an unconditional GAN model that can learn to generate new high-quality image-mask pairs from a single training pair, not relying on any pre-training data. In such a low-data regime, our model generates photorealistic scenes that structurally differ from the original samples, while the produced masks are precisely aligned to the generated image content. Although the synthesis of OSMIS is inherently constrained by the appearance of objects in the original sample, it can serve as a source of useful data augmentation for one-shot segmentation applications, providing complementary gains to standard image augmentation. Thus, we find using one-shot image-mask synthesis in practical applications promising for future research.
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\(^1\)https://github.com/kmaninis/OSVOS-PyTorch

### Table 6. Effect of synthesized data augmentation on mIoU of one-shot image segmentation. In each data split, support examples were sampled from a subset of 100 image-mask pairs, for which our model was trained. Bold denotes the best performance. The round brackets contain the numbers reported in [5].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Augmentation: Standard</th>
<th>Ours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COCO(^0)</td>
<td>COCO(^1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RePRI [5]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ □</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>38.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ □</td>
<td>(31.2)</td>
<td>(38.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ □</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>38.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ □</td>
<td>(32.4)</td>
<td>38.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ □ □</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td>39.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 7. Impact on the performance of synthesized data produced with different models and mask supervision methods. The reference performance is obtained using standard data augmentation. Bold denotes the best performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Synthesis method</th>
<th>OSVOS, DAVIS-16 ( J &amp; F )</th>
<th>RePRI, COCO(^0) mIoU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reference w/o synth. augm.</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>31.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SemanticGAN [15]</td>
<td>73.1</td>
<td>29.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DatasetGAN [35]</td>
<td>77.8</td>
<td>30.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projection [19]</td>
<td>78.4</td>
<td>30.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input concat.</td>
<td>79.3</td>
<td>31.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SemanticGAN ( D_m ) [15]</td>
<td>79.5</td>
<td>32.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCA (ours)</td>
<td>79.8</td>
<td>32.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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